


Defining a· broad framework 
i-0 take us into the 21st century 

All eyes are on the forthcoming ANC conference 

in Mafikeng, writes Northern Province Premier 

NGOAKO RAMATLHODI (left). The key 
I 

question to be answered will be what direction 

the party should take in policy matters to best 

serve the country's interests. 
,: ··:;;:: 

NEXT week the ANC will that the process of liberation is ed and freedom-loving people -
meet in National Confer- still in its initial stage as the old communists and non-commu- · · 
ence at the home of its power relations are as yet to be nists alike - precisely because it 

first Secretary General, the late recorded. envisaged a society in which all 
Sol Plaatjie: Given the centrality We need to define in clear interests would be best served. 
of the movement to the develop- terms the society we seek to Nationalists saw in the char
ment and, ultimately, the destiny build by giving content to the ter an opportunity to rid them
of our country, all eyes will be on phrases "democratic", "non-sex- selves of the colonial yoke and 
Mafikeng. ist", "non-racial" and "united" to become equal citizens in their 

Thus far, much of the media at- South Africa. own country. While endorsing 
tention has been focused on per- Each of these four pillars this position as a precondition 
sonalities and elections to leader- for the successfurvictory of the 
ship positions. working class, the Communist 

But that is just one element of Party postulated a socialist fu-
the event. The most important ture. The gap between this fu. 
task awaiting the delegates from ' ' On the conference ture and the victory of the na-
our nine provinces will concern tional democratic revolution 
policy matters and a programme was never quantified. 
of action to implement these pol- We need to define in What is, however, clear, is 
icies . · that while accepting the st.-

What, then, can we reasonably clear tenns the society . premacy of national liberation, 
expect to come out ofMafikeng? the SACP has always maintain-

Already members of the move- we seek to build. ed that there should necessarily 
ment are discussing policy issues be a Chinese wall between the 
across the spectrum in branches, ff realisation of these .two objec-
regional structures and in news- ---------- tives. The Party argued that real 
paper columns. national liberation can only be 

The conference will thus fail established under a socialist or-
the country if it does not define shQ_uld be deciphered and bro- der. 
the broad framework within ken down to its constituent com- Thus, the relationship be-
which we should build a country ponents. tween colour and class was seen 
capabl~ of being one of the sue- The key question facing us all as a dialectical one. SACTU/Co-
cess stories of the 21st century. is the general direction the coun- satu broadly agreed with this 

Specific, individual policies try should take. position while emphasising the 
should flow naturally from this Are we striving to be a capital- rights of their members under a 
framework. And policies already ist country in the mode of estab- capitalist system and hoping 
in existence will have to be revis- lished states such as the US? Are that socialism might double this 
ed to conform to this macro pie- we to become a social democracy guarantee. 
ture. or, perhaps, a socialist society? The coming conference is fac-

The starting point in construct- Or, are we to be an indepen- ed with the mammoth task of 
ing this scenario is a thorough dent entity drawing from our unscrambling thiEi,, puzzle and 
scanning of the international pol- own experience while learning translating it into an implemen
itical economy. from the experiences of other es- table vision of the form 0f state 

This forms the backdrop tablished systems in the world?' we are constructing. 
against which we understand the In this regard, our starting Our discussions should thus 
nature of the challenges facing point should be the Freedom be centred on that overarching 
the country and the options avail- Charter - the document that sus- ei;itity called "the system." Con
able to meet them. tained us through the decades as ference is expected to clarify the 

It should be noted that our cur- the bedrock and fundamental nature of the system we are con
rent draft strategy and tactics go policy of our movement. structing as a fundamental 
a long way towards addressing The charter was endorsed by point of departure from our full 

this issue But, itis gtme p;;; sectoc; ~:; ;;~
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#4 Glenariff, 
96 Umbilo Road, 
Durban. 4001 
South Africa. 
------------------------------
TEL: 031 - 213744 

My dear ~goako, 

\ 

Thank you and Maggie for so expeditiously forwarding your 

discussion document. 

Broadly I think you are the next Oom Nel in our ranks you pour 

oil in troubled areas with great panache. eg Gear. 

Liberation Movement ... are we still 
heard Winnie • last week do not think so. 
office she cannot do it on the basis of 
not appear to have taken issue with her? 

non-racial. Those who 
If she aims for high 
racism. The ANC does 

Dont the provinces have individual constitutions? 

I notice you still call ourselves liberation movement - is 

that correct? • 

The character of our membership will be improved with work 

no amount of lecturing is going to help. Freelimo organised 

groups to clean the streets and public places on Saturdays. 

University lecturers took part. It was most pleasurable too 

We must be seen to care not only for our people but also their 

environment. While we implement the RDP we can do this. 

P.5 - I see why we should remain a Lib mo. Nifty work my 

friend. 

The Alliance is spot on - the alliance serves the need of the 

oppressed. 

You should head your document - YOU NEVER ARRIVE 

Lastly - I love you and thank you. 

Have any of the comrades that were killed at the border Zim. 

through the electric fences been found? I want to know. They 

had their last suppers with me. I know also the tears you 

shed. Let me know when they are found I want to bury them and 

get to know their names. My memory tells me tr.i.ere were 12. Is 

that correct? 

Love, Mum 
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